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A.

INTRODUCTION
The 2816 Power Supply (referred to as PS-1 in the
diagrams in the 2816 Service Hanua1) furnishes
4 DC voltages for operation of the Readers, Punches.
Input-Output Unit and the Control Unit, and also a
Flip-Flop Reset level for use in the Control Unit.
The Power Supply is mounted in the Control Unit
.
console;
A Block Diagram of the Power Supply is shown in
Figure ID-1.
It consists of a Ferroresonant
Transformer, two Full Wave Center Tap Rectifier
circuits, a Voltage Doubler circuit. a Voltage
Divider and a 3 seoond Thermal Delay Relay. The
+24 volt Rectifier circuit, Voltage Doubler.
Voltage Divider and '.fhen1al Relay are mounted on
a Printed CircUit Board.
The Ferroresonant Transformer is wired for use
with ll;5VAC. 60 oyo1e line voltages. This
transformer provides good regulation against AC
line voltage changes and also load changes. The
voltage on the secondary windings is held within

± 5'Pe

.

The two Full Wave Rectifiers and the Voltage
. Doubler are connected to. the same secondary

windings of the Ferroresonant Tra .sformer.
The
Rectifiers furnish -24 VDC and +24 VDC; a
Voltage Divider off the +24 VDC ·~.ine furnishes
+5 VDC. The Voltage Doubler furjlshes -40 VDC.
All voltages are referenced to a :.'·;ommon ground.
":"--:"

The Thermal Delay Relay causes all' the Flip-Flops
in the Control Unit to reset wher(the System is
turned on.
'
The Power Supply Printed Cirouit Board layout,
Components Location, and the Schematic are at the
end of this section.
The connections from the secondary windings of
the Transformar are to terminals on Terminal
Board (TB) 2. This bbard is beneath the Chassis.
The connections to and from the circuits on the
P. C. Board are on the 10 connections on side
of this board.
The outputs from the P. c.
Board are connected to terminals on TBl. The
outputs from this board are connected to
printed circuits on the Master Board in the
Control Unit.
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B.

FERRORESORANT 'J.!ANSFORMER OPERATION

A. Ferroresonant Transformer (also known as Magnetic
or Constant Voltage) is used as the Power Transtormer in the 2816 Power Supply. this Transformer
has all of the requirements of a conventional
transformer, plus good Yoltag& regulating capabilities. An illporta.nt advantage is that any input
AC line vo1tagefluctua.tions are da.mpened by about
a 10:1 ratio before the AC is sent to the Rectifiers.
Output load variations do not appreciably affect the
voltage regulation (unless a short circuit results).

The Ferroresonant Transformer consists of four main
parts. These parts are shown in Figure VII-2,
DetaU A.
They are:
1. Inputwinding
2. Output winding
3. A capacitor connected across a third winding to
torm a Capacitlve Resonant Circuit
4. Magnetic Shunt Core
Below is a brief description of the four parts:
1-2.

The input winding and output winding function
the same as two similar windings in a conventional transformer, so they will not be
explained.

).

The Capacitive Resonant Circuit oscillates at
the line frequency; oscillation occurs at only
one frequency. This oscillation draws a current vhich d~ve1ops a magnetizing force that
sets up a magnetic flux to saturate the Transformer cora.
The core is saturated each half

cycle, i.e., twice each AC cycle. The shaded
area on the transformer dra~ng in Detail A
represents the magnetic f1u~ field.
4.

..

The Magnetic Shunt Core ser~es two purposes.
First, to isolate the outpu~ winding from the
input winding so Ferroresonant action can
proceed independently of the input. Second,
after FerroresonanCt9 has occurred" the Core
provides a path (ref~r to dlrectional lines)
for changes in the input magnetic flux caused
by changes in the Input line voltage to be
shunted out of the path associated "~th the
output winding.
Thus) the output voltage
stays constant.

Voltage regulation is achieved by the principle of
magnetic saturation.
This function is show~ by
the Hysteresis Curve in Figure VII-2, Detail B.
The ourrent (Ie - refer to Detail A) flow through
the Capacitive Resonant Circuit winding develops a
magnetizing force (represented by H on curve) which
sets up the magnetic flux field (represented by B).
This field saturates the Transformer. This Hysterss
. curve shows that the flux density (B) stays relatively constant between the extremes of input line
voltages and output load changes.
The flux densit~;
developed by a high input AC line vol tags ·.nth no
output load is represented by..ABl.
The flux
density developed by a low input AC line voltage
with a full output load is represented by AB2. The
flux density change beh-Tean these bTO extre~.es is
represented byAB.
It is seen on the curve that
tW.s change is very sInall. Thus,any inerBase in
(VII-5)
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FERRORESONANT TRANSFORMER OPERATION

(Continued)

the line voltage will not cause any appreciable
. increase in the saturated magnetic field, and,
also any decrease in the line voltage will not
, cause any appreciable decrease in the saturated
magnetic field.
Since the magnetic field stays
relatively constant, the output voltage stays
constant ..
The Stability Characteristics for the Transformer
are shown in Figure VII-2, Detail C.
A stable
voltage out of the Transformer is developed from
a sinusoidal input voltage. . The magnetic satura'tion causes the stable output. Twice each AC cycle
the Transformer is saturated in opposite directions.
The Stability Characteristics shows the,Ampere-Turns
developed by current flow through the Capacitive
Resonant Circuit plotted against the Flux Density
produced by the current flow. The behavior of the
sine wave input upon the Capacitive Resonant Circuit
'is shown by the Maenetization Curve. If the ampere·
turns available in·the Capacitive Resonant Circuit
are more than the ampere turns required to saturate
the Transformer then there is a stable region of
operation. Regions land IlIon the Curve are
stable. This is represented by the two flat portions of the Trtmsfomer Output waveform. If the
ampere turns developed in the Capacitive Resonant
Circu!t are not sufficient to saturate the Transformer then we have an unstable region of operation.
Region II is unstc..ble. This is often called the
n ju.mp pnenomenentt •
It represents .the time between
half' cyc1es when the capacitor in the Capacitive

i

Resonant Circuit 1 s discharging ar:J then charging
to drive the output from one stabli state to the
other sUble state.
The Output Characteristics for th~~"Transformer are
shmm in Figure VII-2, Detail D. :Xny output load
changes in the 2816 circuits causes. current flow
back into, the outJ)ut winding.
Thi:s current
builds up a magnetic flux in the T'l<ansfonner core
which opposes the existing flux ff(ild.
During
normal lo~d changes this opposing:tlux field is
not strong enough to cancel thE{"existing flux·
field.
As shown in the Output Cilaracteristics
curve, a current change from no lo~d to full load
(0 to 100~) causes very little cha..ige in the output voltage (EDC)' If a short circuit occurs in
the output, then a large current is generated
which develops a large flux. This flux opposes
the existing flux field in the Transformer and
thus collapses the magnetic field generated by
the Capacitive Resonant Circuit.
Now the transformer drops out of Ferroresonance and does not
furnish an output. It remains inoperative until
the short circuit condition is removed. A short
circuit current is limited to about 200~ of the
rated current. This provides short circuit protection to the Transformer and its associated
components so they will not be damaged.
The voltage regulation out of the Transformer at
its worst case is -+- 5'%.
This regulation is sensitive to frequency and temperature variations.
(VII-7)
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6. RECTIFIC!TION.
Two Full Wave Center Tap Rectifier circqits are

connected to the secondary windings of the Transformer as $hown 1n Figure VII-J.
Two Silicon
diodes, which are mounted on the base of the
Power Supply, are connected together to form a
Ful1 Wave Rectifier which furni5hes -24 VDe at a
maxiIrum of about 2 amps.
The anodes of the
diodes are connected together to the -24 volt
lin$.
The cathode of each diode is connected
through a secondar,r ~~nding to a ce~ter tap
winding that goes to the common ground.
DiodesDland D2, which are on the P. C. Board, are
connected together to forma Full Wave Rectifler
which furnishes +24 VDC. The cathodes of these
diodes are connected to the +24 volt line. The
anode of each diode is connected to the secondary
windings used by the Silicon diodes. The +24
volt Rectifier circuit is protected by a 1 amp.
. tuse and a 1 ohm current limiting resistor.

An 820 ohm resistor and a 270 ohm resistor are
connected in series between. +24'vnc and common
ground.
This voltage diV1der furnishes +5 VDC.
These t"o series resistors also (orm a "bleeder"
for discharging Electrolytic Cap~lci tor C4 when
the System is turned off.

.

Electrolytic Capacitors Cl, C2, ¢J and C4 filter
to ground any ripple on the output lines.
Resistor RI is a "bleedar" resisto~.
The 2.5 .Alf Capacitor (c 5) is connected across
a secondary winding of the Transformer to form
the Capacitive Resonant Circuit.
This Circuit
is used to provide good output voltage regu. lation.
The previously explained principle of
"Ferroresonant Transformer Operation" refers to
Capacitor C5 across the secondar,y winding •
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rP.

votTAGE DOuBLER

The Voltage Doubler furnishes .40 VOCfor the Punch
Strobe and r/w Decode Strobe ci.rouits in the Control
Unit.

diode D4 which conducts to. putgrouf1dat tp~n~ga.tiye
side of C7. Diode D3 is back biased so Capacitorc6
cannot charge.·
:

The Vol tt;.ge Doubler is sho....-n in Figure VII-4 •. This
circuit consists of two Electrolytic Capacitors
(C6 and C7) and hlO diodes (D3 and D4).
Vol tage
doubler acUon is achieved by charging Electrolytic
Capacitor c6 to about -40 voc. This charge is built
up prog~es5ively(refer to waveform B) during the
negativ~ half cycles of the first several cycles
after the System is turned on. In the waveform shown,
(refer to waveform A) a cycle starts at 0 volts but·
actually the circuit operation could begin at any
point on the curve.

Between the time tl and t2 there i5;a 48 volt (+24 to
-24) change on the positive side of:C7. This negative
change is· coupled across C7. back b~a5ing diode D4 and
forward bi~sing diode D3.
Now Capacitors c6 and C7
are in series so each one takes one':balf of the total
change. Capacitor c6 will charge tCi -24 volts, while
Capaci tor C7 will discharg(; its +24 volts. The charge
path for c6 is from ground through C6, 10 olli~ resistor,
diode D3 and C7 to the Transforr~er.
That is, the
negative side of c6 goes to -24 volts while the charge
across C7 is 0 volts (-24 volts on both sides of C7).
Thus, c6 has taken one.half of the change (it charged
from 0 to -24 volts), and C7 has taken the other half
of the change (it discharged from +24 to 0 volts).

The two Electrolytic Capacitors are equal in capacity,
$0 when both are in a closed circuit each one will take
half of any voltage change sent to the circuit. Thus.
during the charge time of c6 the two capacitors are in
series and each one takes half of any voltage change.
During the positive slope of the positive half cycles
(refer to waveform.A betl'leen 0 and +24 volts) Capacitor
C? charges to +24 volts. . Then during the following
negative slope this Capacitor acts as a battery and
furnishes power for charging Capac! tor c6. This action
allows the· 48 vol tchange between the bro Capacitors.
Diodes D3 and D4 control the charging of Capacltor c6.
The circuit operation tilll be explained by reference to
time· changes (such as to' tl' etc.) on the sine \TaVe
from the Ferroresonant Transformer. Capacitor c6 is
oharged1.o _40 VDC as follmfs:
The positive side of
Capacitor. C7 is connected ,to a secondary "rinding of the
Ferroresoron1. Transformer.
BetJ-reen to and 1.1 , t.he
positive side of C7 charges to +24 volts. The negative
side tries· to go positive but this forward biases

Bebreen t.he time t2 and t3 there is a 48 volt (-24 to
+24) change on the positive side of C7. again charging
this Capacitor to +24 volts. The negative side tries
to go positive. but this forward biases diode D4 which
conducts to put ground at the negative side of C7.
Diode D3 is back biased (0 volts on cathode and -24
volts on anode), so c6 cannot charge.
Between the time t1 and t4 there is again a negative
48 volt (+24 to -2~) change on the positive side of
C7. This negative change is coupled across C7. The
negati ve side of C7 goes from ground toward -48 vol tSi
as it goes more negative than -24 volts then diode D3
is again fonvard biased. NOlT Capacitors c6 and C7 are
again in series, so each one takes one-half of the 1'0rnai n i ng change (one-half of -24 vol ts = -12 volts).
Thus, c6 charges frcn -24 to -36 volts.
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D. VOLTAGE DOUBLER (GontinuecQ
Between time t4 and ts there is again a 4a volt
(-24 to +24) change on the positive side of C?
again charging this Capacitor to +24 volts.
. Diode D4 is forward biased to put ground on the
negati ve side of C?
Diode D3 is back biased
(0 volts on cathodeand-36 volts on anode), so
C6 cannot charge.
Between time ts and t6 there is again a negative
48 volt (+24 to -24) change on the positive side
of C? This negative change is coupled across C1.
The negative side of C?goes from ground toward
-48 volts; as it goes more negative than -36 volts
then diode D3 is again forward biased. Now Capa-

. citors C6 and C? are again in series,' so each one
takes one half of the remaining change (one half
of -12 = -6 volts).
Thus, c6 cnarges from -36
to _I#-2 volts.
This cycle repeats itself until qapacitor c6 is
fully charged.
This charge is 4pout -40 VDe}
instead of the theoretical ideal~of -48 VDSdue
to the partial discharge of c6 between half
cycles. The discharge path is through the 1.5K
ohm resistor and also the external load. The 1.5K
ohm resistor is a "bleeder" for discharging c6
when the System is turned off.
The 10 ohm resistor is part of the filtering circuit.

------------------------
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- THER'1AL DELAY RELAY
--A three second

Ther:tlal Delay Relay causes all
the Flip-Flops in the Control Unit to reset
when the Syste;l1 is turned on.
The Flip-Flop
Reset line goes to the emitters. of all the
set transistors in the Flip-Flops. The first
three sec.:-nds after the System is turned on
the Rela] contacts are open so the emitters
of the set· Transistors are "floating". The
res~t Tran3istors con:hct and thus
reset the
Flip-flops.

The Therr.~l Delay Relay circuit is~nown in Figure
VII-5. When the System is turned dj\, current flows
from ground through the the~l wi~ang to -24 VOC.
During the first three seconds the Eelay contacts
are open. At the end of three seco~ds the Thermal
winding has heated sufficiently to ~iause the bimetallic
strips to pull together, thus closing the contacts.
Now there is a complete path from g:r,ound through the
contacts to the emitters of all the~set Transistors.
The Flip-Flops can now be set.
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